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Abstract 
This paper deals with the development and characterization of a high frequency (HF) label-free microfluidic biosensor for the non-invasive 
analysis in liquid of cell intracellular properties. Thanks to the measurement of intrinsic cell dielectric properties, information on their type, 
pathological state or either differentiation status can be deduced. This method permits to envision promising early diagnosis tools. The presented 
microfluidic biosensor is based on a capacitively coupled resonators architecture made with thick gold electrodes designed to ensure a high 
sensitivity to cells flowing in a microfluidic channel. To prove the concept and access the detection capabilities of such sensors, HF 
measurements have been performed on polystyrene beads and results have been compared to full-wave electromagnetic simulations. The results 
demonstrate the potential of the developed method to characterize cell dielectric properties in a microfluidic environment.  
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of Eurosensors 2014.  
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, thanks to the development of electronics, optics and informatics, cell scale analysis 
methods have known a growing interest and are nowadays major tools in the clinical diagnostic field. Such cell scale 
analysis can potentially allow accessing to the study of uncommon few cells in a complex population of millions of 
cells, which is still challenging in cell therapy or in oncology. The current techniques used for the analysis and 
sorting of cells are varied. The most common and efficient are currently the flow cytometry, the magnetic sorting 
(where cells are labeled with magnetic  beads ) and the flow imaging. These techniques are well known in cell 
biology for the analysis of complex populations usually constituted of floating cells. A huge advantage of these 
methods is their speed of analysis that makes easier the statistic processing. Nevertheless, all these technics are 
based on the cell immunophenotypic characterization, using antibodies hybridization (labeling) with a specific 
protein of the cell type under analysis. These techniques also have other drawbacks concerning (i) the complex 
quantification of the molecule of interest, (ii) cells can be altered or modify by the labeling, (iii) labeling cells is 
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expensive, time-consuming. That is why, in the past ten years the development of sensitive and label-free 
biosensors, able to operate at the single cell level, has attracted a lot of research efforts. Especially, the study of cell 
dielectric properties based on bio-impedance measurements has been recognized for a long time as very promising 
label-free and potentially non-invasive solutions [1]. Previous works have already reported on the interest of 
electrical impedance spectroscopy analysis to discriminate significantly benign and malignant prostatic tissue 
suggesting that the assessment of electrical properties of cancer tissue might provide to clinicians new biomarkers to 
aid in diagnosis [2]. But this original alternative to distinguish benign and malignant cancers was restricted to the 
full tissue scale. The next step has been to adapt these kinds of technologies to cell scale investigations to be able to 
develop tools for both manipulation and analysis even at the single cell scale. The design of such systems requires 
the development of technological solutions to count, trap, focalize, characterize and even sort single cells [3]. In this 
context, microfluidic and lab-on-chip technologies are methods of choice allowing the development and integration 
of such functions. In addition, as it allows reducing analysis volumes, dilution effects are decreased and higher 
detection sensitivities can be reached with a well-controlled of the cell microenvironment.  
In this paper, we will focus of the development and characterization of a high frequency (HF) label-free 
microfluidic biosensor for the non-invasive analysis in liquid of cell intracellular properties. High frequency 
spectroscopy analysis (i.e. in the radio and microwave frequency range) is particularly interesting because of its 
capability to bypass the cell plasma membrane to penetrate and react directly with the intracellular content. This 
approach is very interesting as the intracellular content and especially its water concentration is approached to be an 
important indicator of many biological parameters like the cell differentiation status or the cell pathological state as 
demonstrated in previous works of the authors [4-5]. The development of HF microfluidic biosensors is 
progressively emerging. Most of developed systems allow dielectric spectroscopy of liquids [6]. Few systems exist 
to discriminate biological cells in liquid but still required high concentration of cells (at least 20 cells measured in 
the same time) [7]. In order to work at the cell scale, a key point in the development of such devices is to obtain a 
very high sensitivity operating in a biological medium (dispersive medium whose dielectric properties are closed to 
that of cells to analyze).  
2. Microfluidic Biosensor Design and Fabrication 
2.1. Biosensor Design 
The proposed biosensor chip is designed following a microwave capacitively coupled planar resonators  
architecture for which the frequency response exhibits two distinct resonance peaks (Fig.1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of the microfluidic biosensor (top view) – Zoom on the sensitive area; (b) Simulated transmission parameter of the RF 
system when ultrapure deionized water filled the microfluidic channel (i.e. reference response). 
Actually these peaks rely on the propagation of two quasi TEM wave modes: even mode for the right one and 
odd mode for the left one. At the odd mode resonant frequency, regarding the electric field distribution along half 
wavelength resonators, the coupling capacitor appears to be very sensitive for an optimal analysis of dielectric 
samples. The detection principle of such topology has been detailed by authors in [5] in which cells were 
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characterized outside liquid. In this work, a sensor topology update is proposed to operate in a microfluidic 
environment while ensuring enhanced sensitivity. 
The coupling capacitor gap wide and thickness must match the cell size we want to characterize in order to 
optimize the interaction between the EM filed and the cells under test. In these conditions, the electric field is strong 
and homogenous in the coupling area (Fig.2). Consequently, the cell position in the coupling capacitor gap will not 
influence the biosensor response. 
 
             
 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic cross-section view of the sensitive area – Distribution of the electric field in the inter-resonator coupling capacitive gap 
(arbitrary scale). 
Fullwave 3D electromagnetic simulations have been used to accurately evaluate the impact of the liquid 
(ultrapure deionized water) on the biosensor response and optimize its design. In a second step, the electromagnetic 
interaction of the particle with the biosensor has been considered. To optimize its sensitivity, a key point is to set the 
capacitance value in the coupling area as low as possible. As shown on Fig.1.b, simulations show the biosensor 
response once (i) loaded with ultrapure-water and (ii) with a single polystyrene bead flowing through the sensitive 
area. As expected, these simulation results show that the odd mode resonance, which mainly depends on the electric 
coupling, is affected by the introduction of a dielectric particle in the coupling capacitor. To the contrary, the even 
mode mainly depends on the filter magnetic coupling which is negligible on the proposed topology. Consequently, 
this resonant peak is not sensitive to the filter coupling capacitor and remains unchanged. Hence, this resonant peak 
can be used as a reference during measurements. 
2.2. Biosensor Fabrication 
Biosensors are fabricated using a standard microelectronic process. A Titanium(15nm)/Gold(300nm) layer is 
evaporated on a 500 μm thick fused silica substrate. The biosensor structure is defined by photolithography and the 
metallic lines thickness is increased up to 15 μm by gold electroplating. The microfluidic channel is then defined 
using a 20μm thick photosensitive SU8 resist from MicroChem. Then, an aluminium piece is reported on the back 
surface of the substrate to create the RF ground plane.  
Finally, a transparent polymer (polydi-methylsiloxane PDMS) is used as a top cover for the microchannel. The 
PDMS is either irreversibly bond to the SU8 by a silanisation treatment (Fig.3.a) or mechanically squeeze on the 
SU8. This second method presents the advantage to be reversible and allows an easier cleaning of the microfluidic 
channel between measurements. 
 
3. Experimental Set-up 
Measurements are achieved using universal test fixture (Anritsu 3680V) associated with a network analyzer 
(Agilent ENA E5071B) required to measure the transmission parameters of the device. To avoid thermal effects 
during the measurement, a very low HF signal power i.e. 0.1µW is applied to the biological sample.  
Experiments are carried out with 12 µm diameter polystyrene beads. The particles are suspended in 
ultrapure deionized water with 2.105 particles/mL concentration. A calibration step is necessary to be used as sensor 
reference. Hence the biosensor response is firstly recorded with the microfluidic channel filled only with the 
ultrapure deionized water. Then, the bead suspension is injected in the microfluidic channel using a microfluidic 
flow control system (Fluigent). Once, the particles are located in the sensitive area by precisely controlled the 
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pressure difference between the microchannel inlet and outlet, the S-parameters of sensor loaded with the particles 
are recorded.   
4. Results and discussion 
To prove the proposed concept and demonstrate its capabilities for microwave dielectric spectroscopy analysis, 
experiments on polystyrene beads have been achieved. Fig. 3.b compared the biosensor response with ultrapure 
water flowing in the microfluidic channel in three configurations: no bead, 1 bead and 3 beads in the detection area. 
As expected, experimental results show that only the odd mode resonance is affected with a frequency shift decrease 
when the number of dielectric particle under test increases. The presence of the polystyrene beads decreases the 
global permittivity in the coupling area. Consequently, the coupling between the two resonators decreases resulting 
in a decrease of the resonant frequency of the odd mode.   
Fig. 3. (a) Photograph of the microfluidic biosensor with its PDMS cover; (b) Measurements of the biosensor response - Comparison of unloaded 
sensor (ultrapure water only) and sensor detecting respectively 1 and 3 beads. 
 
In addition, one can notice a good agreement between measurement and simulations. As expected a 10MHz 
frequency shift is observed when the biosensor is loaded with one polystyrene bead.  
From these measurements, it has been possible to extract the relative permittivity of beads. The resulting 
permittivity value (2.8 ± 0.2) is a good agreement with data reported in the literature [8]. 
5. Conclusion 
 This paper reports an original microfluidic biosensor design based on microwave frequencies impedance 
spectroscopy. The sensor design takes advantage of microwave filter architecture which allows reaching very high 
sensitivity capabilities. As proof of concept, polystyrene particles analysis has been successfully demonstrated. We 
demonstrated that the proposed approach is sensitive enough to detect and analyse single particles in a microfluidic 
environment. These very promising results allow envisioning the capability of such sensor topology to individually 
analyse biological cells.  
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